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Abstract 
Bond markets develop quickly recent years in China. Bonds contain 
government bonds, financial bonds, corporate bonds and the government bonds 
are the main shares in our markets. The market scales are getting larger and the 
trading volumns are also getting bigger year by year. The more the bond markets 
develop, the more important the bond settlement systems will be, and the more 
the risk management in related to the bond trade, clearing and settlement attract 
attentions. 
Our bond markets consist of two separate markets, exchange markets and 
interbank markets. These two markets have their own charactristics. The 
volumnes in a single transaction in the exchange markets are relatively smaller 
and the most investors are individual investors. The most investors in the 
interbank markets are institutional ones and therefore the trading volumne in a 
single transaction is relatively bigger. 
In the process of the development of bond markets the bond settlement 
systems develop gradually. China securities depository & clearing corparation 
was setup in 2001 to give registration and settlement services to the investors of 
two exchange markets. The bond registration and settlement services are given 
by the China government securities depository trust&clearing company limited 
to the investors in the interbank markets. 
The risks in the current bond settlement systems are getting denser, for 
examples, some liquidity risks appear in some security companies. Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to research the settlement systems and find the better ways to 
improve these systems. 
This paper gives an overall survey of risk management of clearing and 
settlement system of China bond market. From the different views of credit risk, 
legal risk, operational risk, liquidity risk, settlement risk, systemic risk, we try to 
get a deep understanding of the problems in risk management of clearing and 
settlement system of China’s bond markets. Based on the analysis, we put 
forward to some policy suggestions for improving risk management of clearing 
and settlement system of China bond markets. 
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systems in the world. The main frameworks of standard bond settlement systems 
become clear through comparing these systems of typical economies, United 
States of America, European Unions and Eastern Asia etc. Comparisons contain 
legal basis, operational rules, system designs and operation, corporate 
governance, regulations and administrations. Besides the detail contents these 
analysis include the achievements and experiences of regional coorporation and 
coordination.  
Then we discuss the risk management theory in bond settlement systems 
under the standard frameworks. In the standard frameworks the risks in the bond 
settlement systems include credit risks, liquidity risks, custody risks, operational 
risks, legal risks and system risks. The quantitative analysis is given to the 
system risks in bond settlement systems. Different performances of different 
bond settlement systems are shown in the case of exogent stochastic settlement 
delay. We discuss the impacts of the settlement cycles on settlement failure 
under different market conditions (for examples, liquidity, trading volumnes, 
decaying duration and frequency and the homogenity of bond quantity 
distribution). In additions, we also study deeply other main problems in the 
development of bond settlement systems, including bond topics, bond trading 
markets, bond settlement systems, legal frameworks. 
After examining the risk management of bond settlement systems in the 
typical economies, we make deep analysis in the risk management of bond 
settlement systems in China and find out the problems of these systems in the 
level of macroeconomy and microeconomy. The fallacies in the bond settlement 
systems become clear, which help us to find out the deep reasons in some cases 
of settlement failures, for examples, the so called black holes in the repurchase 
agreement in some security companies in China. Comparing to the international 
standards we propose some measures to manage the risks in the bond settlement 
systems, which establish the basis for the improvement of the bond settlement 
systems in China. Lastly, we also propose some suggestions for the measures to 
realize the public policy objectives in the bond settlement systems in China. 
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